
OTHER BOOKS REVIEWED

Resort building in the Alps
Zermatt, says its leaflet, can offer 5000 beds in hotels and 8000 more in apartments.
Judging from the amount of building work in progress at the present time these numbers
are likely to increase substantially in the near future. As the metropolis continues to
spread down the valley will visitors still find what they go there to seek? The answer is
'yes'; only a few older people are disappointed or disconcerted-generations which never
knew better accept each place as they find it.

The road which once stopped at St Niklaus has reached Tiisch; carbon monoxide and
lead additives creep ever closer. By-pass roads, constructed in connection with the
Grande Dixence hydroelectric scheme, appear to lead to the upper part of the valley-to
the dam and huge hotel above Zmutt, and elsewhere. Even 'traffic-free' Zermatt suffers
from a certain irresponsibility on the part of drivers of electric trucks, horse carriages
and innumerable bicycles.

Our pictures illustrate more than a century of 'progress'.

Editor's acknowledgements
I am impressed by the great vitality of the mountaineering monthlies. It is partly a
question of professional editorial staff, but they seem also to secure a high degree of
involvement on the part of both contributors and readers. The 'AJ' on the other hand
has a spare-time Editor whose role must necessarily be almost entirely organisational; he
needs the widest possible cooperation from both contributors and readers before he can
operate at all. Can we hope to build up the degree of involvement which makes the
monthlies so refreshing? I like to hope so; yet it seems that I may have to attack sacred
institutions like dogs, or cricket, or the Establishment before anyone can be persuaded
to join in.

Once again I have to thank a very small and enthusiastic band of helpers whose
efforts make the Journal possible each year. The names of some are recorded alongside
their contributions; others working entirely anonymously are equally appreciated.

Once again the continuing struggle against rising costs have enforced alterations in
layout in an attempt to minimise the reduction in content. It is vitally necessary that we
conduct these experiments; should any of them produce too great a reduction in
standard we shall revert to our former practice in the following issue.

Other Books Reviewed
Edward Pyatt and Tom Connor

Ice with Everything H. W. Tilman (Nautical Publishing Co, 1974, pp 142, illustrations
and maps, £2.75) Bill Tilman voyages on inexorably and then tells us of his travels with
his usual wit and understatement. This book describes small-boat trips to Greenland in
1971,72 and 73-what a pity there is not much more of it!

Peuterey Fantastique Integrale Louis Audoubert (Marrimpouey jeune, Pau, 1974, pp
96, 24Fr) This French paperback, with numerous illustrations-some in colour and a
map, describes at length the first winter traverse of this long and arduous route by a
Franco-Italian party in 1972. There are notes also on a summer ascent, technical details
and an eq1,1ipment list.

We learned to ski H. Evans, B. Jackman and M. Ottoway (Collins, 1974, pp 255,
numerous photographs and sketches, £3.50) This is a manual of technique produced by
3 members of the 'Sunday Times' staff who are journalists as well as expert skiers. There
are supplementary notes on where and when, foreign vocabulary, training exercises and
so on. The 10 inch square format, while giving full scope for reproduction of illus
trations, makes it a library rather than a field companion.
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The Eiger Dougal Haston (Cassell, 1974, pp 170, illustrations, £3.95) Like many
modern mountaineering books this is a gripping adventure story describing some of the
outstanding feats of skill and endurance carried out on this mountain during the last
decades. This is indeed the technical forefront of mountaineering skills and is described
for us by one who is certainly a master of most of them. Climbing on the Eiger is very
much a spectator sport and, while this has a negligible effect on the participants them
selves, it does mean a vastly wider reading public for the eventual blow-by-blow
accounts. Climber and non-climber alike should read it if at all curious about what it is
like out at the front. However the former, except for a mere handful of experts, is
unlikely to find that his enjoyment at his own level is much enhanced thereby.

The Great Himalayan Passage Michael Peissel (Coli ins, 1974, pp 254, illustrations
some coloured, £3.75) 'Up the unnavigable rivers of the Himalaya in a Hovercraft', it
turns out to be an unusually interesting book of adventure. While one can foresee some
possible pollution hazards for the environment, the hovercraft leaves in fact no mark of
its passing. It turns out to provide an extremely efficient form of transport in this sort of
country and the expedition reached to within a few miles of the highest Himalaya.

Der Schneehase-Jubilaumsjahrbuch Schweizerischer Akademischer Ski-elub (SAS, 1974,
pp 236, illustrations-some colour, Fr58) Notable for an album of colour reproductions of
postage stamps from all over the world showing skiers in action.

A Photographic Record of the Mount Jolmo Lungma Scientific Expedition-1966-1968
(Science Press, Peking, 1974, pp 113, illustrations-some colour, no price quoted) A
picture book which includes views of the N side of Everest familiar to British climbers
half a century ago.

Hard Option Gwen Moffat (Gollancz, 1975, pp 222, £3.50) In this novel Gwen Moffat
introduces characters who are more than paste-board; they are distinctive and differ
entiated, even though she has insufficient space to develop them fully. One is sometimes
baffled regarding their actions and motivations, but this is perhaps only a sign of a
general bafflement in this area in real life. She can evoke both the Welsh setting and the
climbing experience very competently.

But is climbing really like this? Only a few highly incompetent laymen seem to
venture into her hills and the rescue team is so often in action that it provides a full-time
job for the leader. In a tail-eating finale the rescue team itself is involved in an accident.
Where is the 'cumulance of comfort in high hills'? Here there only seems to be a cumu
lance of misery for all concerned.

There are many joys in climbing, but they seldom seem to emerge in its literature.
The danger about this sort of writing is that it will dissuade rather than attract, but
perhaps that is the intention.

La Hau.te Route Maurice Chappez (Galland-Lausanne, 1975) Our leading French
translator felt unable to comment-not so much because he could not read it but rather
on account of the difficulty of grappling with obscure ideas in a foreign tongue. It is not
a guide-book and essentially impressionist. We recommend our readers therefore to 'Les
Alpes' No 8, August 1975, P 202 or 'La Montagne et Alpinisme' No 3/75, p 157, in both
of which the reviewers are French speaking.

The World's Wild Places Attention is drawn to this series published by Time-Life Books
in a 23 x 26 cm format. Expertly written and magnificently illustrated almost entirely in
colour, there are volumes on Africa's Rift Valley, the Grand Canyon, the Himalaya, with
others to follow.

Changabang C. Boningron, M. Boysen, A. Hankinson, D. Haston, B. Sandhu and D.
Scott (Heinemann, 1975, pp 118, illustrations-some colour, £5.75) Ably edited by Alan
Hankinson, this is another worthy expedition book. Here the new gimmick is 6 authors.
There is more biography of the participants than is usual and the views of the wives on
being married to expedition mountaineers are also presented. The trouble nowadays is
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that not many people have enough book-shelf space to house all these books, even the
worthy ones.

Cimes et Merveilles Samivel (Arthaud, 1975, 78 b & wand 37 coloured illustrations,
pp 140, no price quoted) Another fine production from this famous team of publishers
and author, this lyrical and philosophical work of diverse Alpine subject matter requires
a deep knowledge of French for real appreciation.

Catalogue of the Library of the Fell & Rock Climbing Club (F & RCC, 1972, pp 81,
£2.00) and Additions to the above (F & RCC, 1975, pp 12, 20p) Both compiled by
Muriel Files. We take the opportunity of the appearance of the additions volume to
cover also the main catalogue which appeared in 1972. The F & R Library is justifiably
claimed as the only British club collection with an up-to-date printed catalogue; indeed it
is one of the most comprehensive collections of mountaineering books still in private
hands. Let uS hope that the Club manages to preserve its continuity.

Les Horizons Gagnes Gaston Rebuffat (Denoel, 1975, pp 139, illustrations all
coloured, no price quoted) This is another beautiful work from the pen of the indefatig
able Rebuffat, who is so prolific that by now he must own some quite considerable
literary property. It is a magnificent (24 cm x 31 cm) collection of colour pictures of
diverse mountain subjects, interleaved with commentary printed on brownish grey paper.
Unfortunately the review sample has one section of illustrations upside down-a dis
tinctly unusual viewpoint for mountain scenery. Just as our shelves must grow ever
longer to accommodate all the mountain texts offered for our entertainment, so must
the legs of our coffee tables become ever stronger to support the splendid collections of
pictures now similarly available; that is if we can afford them!

Armand Charlet-Portrait of a Guide Douglas Busk (Arthaud, 1974, pp 288, 10 illus
trations by Bridget Busk and 10 photographs, Fr60) Armand Charlet, the sad news of
whose death has JUSt reached us, was ot}tstanding not only as a mountain guide, but in
many other ways. He was director of l'Ecole Nationale de Ski et d'Alpinisme for 18 years,
president of the Compagnie des Guides de Chamonix for 20 years and the mayor of
Argentiere for 20 years. This biography is a sensitive account of a many-sided man by
one who knew him and his family well.

Greenland Michael Banks (David and Charles, 1975, pp 208, £5.50) An interesting
account of Greenland by one who has travelled there extensively. It covers all the major
aspects of this vast Arctic island which is dominated by an ice-cap second only in extent
to Antarctica, covering some 665,000 square miles. This principal feature looms large in
descriptions of the geography, geology, climate and flora and fauna of Greenland. The
traditional way of life of the Eskimos is described and its modifications in recent times
this indigenous population, originally nomadic hunters, is now largely concerned with
the modern fishing industry. Of particular interest are the accounts of the early history
of the island which apart from unsubstantiated earlier sightings began when Eric the Red
was banished from Iceland in AD 982, and sailed to Greenland, where he remained for 3
years. Later chapters deal with the exploration of the island which gathered momentum
after the Napoleonic wars. Explorers from many nations took a part, although the Danes
and the American, Robert Peary, made perhaps the most significant contributions. The
book is well produced and illustrated.

Expedition to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta of Colombia Wing Commander N. M.
Ridley (Privately produced, 1975, pp 65) An interesting report on an RAF expedition to
this granite coastal range in Columbia. These mountains are distinct from the nearby
Andes and the highest peaks, Simon Bolivar and Cristobol Colon are given equal heights
on the current maps of 6506 m. It would provide useful background material for anyone
wishing to climb in a relatively unfrequented area, since the availability of supplies, local
formalities and the approaches are thoroughly described.

The Himalayan Handbook Vol1 A-K Joydeep Sircar (Privately published, 1974, pp
36, £0.80 plus 20% postage) This publication is described as 'an annotated index of the
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named peaks over 6095 m (19,998 ft) of Afghanistan and the Indian subcontinent'. The
heights of the named peaks are given (in metres and feet) as are the ranges in which they
occur. Brief climbing histories are also given where appropriate. The author has under
taken a considerable task which as he is aware inevitably involves great scope for error
when completed this should be a very useful compilation. Copies are available from the
author at 1/6 Fakir Ghosh Lane, Calcutta 35, India.

A Patagonian Handbook Compiled by Ben Campbell-Kelly with assistance from Brian
Wyvill (Privately produced, 1975, pp 33, £0.75) A report on the 1974 Patagonian
Mountaineering Expedition to Cerro Stanhardt. In addition, it contains a considerable
quantity of useful general information concerning access, supplies, equipment, border
formalities, medicine, wildlife, weather etc. for those wishing to climb in Argentinian
Patagonia. This particular party ultimately ended up in the FitzRoy massif in the Parque
Nacional de los Glaciares since its first objective, the Fortress in the Paine National Park,
was rendered unattainable by the Chilean authorities. The report contains an account of
the discovery of what were apparently some remains of Toni Egger, killed while descending
Cerro Torre with Maestri in 1959. Although parts of his rucksack were found, an exten
sive search did not reveal his camera which might still contain evidence concerning the
disputed aspects of this climb.

Till fjells med tan og isflks (To the Mountains with rope and ice-axe) ed. Per Hohle
(Gyldendal Norsk Forlag, Oslo 1973, pp 143) A short handbook in Norwegian on climb
ing in Norway. The initial chapters deal with the major climbing areas and the history of
their early ascents while the bulk of the book is concerned with the techniques necessary
to undertake the climbs.

The Ascent of Mount Everest-Jackdaw No. 128 Compiled by Carol Donoughue
(Jackdaw Publications Ltd, 1975, 10 documents in a plastic wallet) This popular and
wide-ranging series is designed to teach history to children in the 8 to 15 age group by
reproductions of contemporary documents with accompanying explanatory leaflets. The
latest issue dealing with the story of Mount Everest should serve this purpose very well,
even though there are trifling errors on the diagram illustrating the pre-19 53 attempts on
the mountain.

My only criticism is the continued promulgation of the cult of elitism. Mountaineer
ing is much more than the achievements of a few supermen at the top. It is in fact a
broad spectrum of activities in which many of quite modest abilities may participate.
Thus Everest is not an isolated privilege for the few but the end of a chain which starts at
little boulders and extends through British crags and mountains and through higher hills
and mountains everywhere. I wish the Jackdaw had told its readers that they too could
participate with considerable enjoyment, perhaps not on Everest but at least somewhere
else on the way.

Das Ganze der Alpinen Idee Karl Greitbauer (Braumiiller, Vienna, 1975, pp 76,68
schillings) In German. A short philosophical treatise by the author of 'Gestalt des
Bergsteigers'. Do we really merit all this analysis?

One Man's Jungle-A biography of F. Spencer Chapman Ralph Barker (Charto and
Windus, 1975, pp 374, illustrations, £7.00) There must be a special class of persons who
read biography for its own sake, broadly independent of the background, for an insight
into the workings of the human mind. This thoroughly researched work is for them and
not really for specialist mountaineers, who will have read already of Spencer Chapman's
career of adventure in his own books. Here the mountaineering cowers behind a great
mass of detail, for his was a remarkably diverse personality striving for a fulfilment
which he never really found.

Encyclopaedia of Mountaineering Compiled by W. Unsworth (Hale, 1975, pp 272,
illustrations, £4.50) One of a series of sports encyclopaedias issued by his publisher. An
encyclopaedia prepared by a single author is rather like an anthology, reflecting to an
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appreciable extent the whims and prejudices of the compiler. This one has taken a fairly
broad view of world mountaineering as seen from here and he is to be congratulated. 0

doubt there will be plenty of arguments when the critics of detail start to pounce.
One of the kindest of my own critics, whose views I much appreciate, has pointed

OUt that the division of book reviews in this Journal into 'Books of the Year' and 'Other
Books' imposes a further risk to the perils of mountain writing-that of being relegated
to 'Other Books' by the' AJ'. The selection for this encyclopaedia leads to similar prob
lems-to be listed (almost starred by the length of individual text) or not listed. For
instance, of the 15 Editors of the 'Alpine Journal' since 1863, 12 are listed, the othets
not.

The Story of the Scottish Hills Campbell Steven (Hale, 1975, pp 192, illustrations,
£3.50) This interestingly written book fills a gap in mountain literature in this country.
The history of mountaineering in Scotland was covered as part of the whole Island story
in 'Mountaineering in Britain' by R. W. Clark and E. C. Pyatt (Phoenix House, 1957).
There is, however, less coordination than might be supposed between Scotland on the
one hand and England and Wales on the other. Distances, climate, rock types combined
to make the development in Scotland follow largely independent lines. All the stalwarts
are here-the early travellers, the great local characters, visiting Sassenachs and the
experts of our own time. Their achievements have given Scottish winter climbing a
significant place in world mountaineering.

This book is a must for all those climbers whose interests extend anywhere beyond
mere technicalities.

Skiing down Mount Everest (A television film lasting 1t hours shown during August,
1975) The Japanese Everest Skiing Expedition, 1970, employed 800 porters and 27 tons
of equipment to place Yuichiro Miura on the S Col. From here, restrained by a para
chute, he descended into the W Cwm 2000 m or 0 in 2 minutes+, first on skis, later on
the seat of his trousers. The film took 35 minutes to reach the mountain and more than
an hour to reach the S Col. The final 'epic' 2-minure descent, filmed by telephoto from
the slopes of Lhotse opposite, was distinctly anticlimactic.

The Eiger Sanction (A film starring Clint Eastwood and co-starring in minor parts,
certain British mountaineers who assisted the filming, see review of book in AJ 80291,
Category AA, Colour) It is impossible to follow the story and the changes of scene unless
you have read the book. The mountain sccnery is spectacular; the filming of mountain
eering action is mostly very well done, as indeed it should have been with such brilliant
advisers and helpers. Some very short scenes of sex, violence and coarse language are put
in to give it a trendy image; cutting about a minute from the film would have reduced its
category, but presumably its box office appeal also. There would still remain rather toO
much violent death.

For mountaineers there is the additional interest of spotting friends and acquain
tances butting into the main action; they include a very untypical John Cleare-here
shown well on the road to becoming yet another 'geriatric eccentric'.

In Memoriam
Introduction Kevin Fitzgerald
The list of deaths since the last Journal is a long one, and sad. Here are the names
received by mid-December, 1975, set down at random since in the Alpine Club all mem
bers are equal. But here are great, world-famous names, the names of quiet, unknown,
happy mountaineers, and the names of young men dying as they performed or attemp
ted great deeds on high hills.

COunt Aldo Bonacossa, Gunter Dyhrenfurth and Armand Charlet (Honorary ,"'em-
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